Entry Level Information Technology Occupations
Positions include: Information Technology Specialist (2210 series), Computer Scientist (1550 series), Program Management Specialist (0301 series),

The Job posting number is: 105946

Here is how to apply:

1) From a browser enter http://www.dia.mil/careers
2) Select "Search Vacancies" on the right side of the page
3) Select "Advanced Search" from the form on the page
4) Enter 105946 at the field "Job Opening ID" field
5) Click the "Search" button
6) Click on the Job Title
7) Click the "Apply Now" button to create your profile and submit your application

The Defense Intelligence Agency offers an unparalleled experience. You can contribute to a unique mission by applying your exceptional interpersonal skills, innate abilities, high-level training and professional talents alongside other highly capable and diverse individuals. Your efforts will enable the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) to provide military intelligence to warfighters, defense policymakers and force planners in the Department of Defense and the Intelligence Community.